Reading for Speed and Fluency 1~3 EnglishClip.com/books
Xwords PW Class Activities all Levels
Ready-made! Download and Go!
I ask my students to download and print the Quizlet wordlist at home. It shifts some
responsibility for the classes onto them etc.
In the textbook wordlist, let the students check any new words and write the
Japanese meanings next to them. 2 readings in a lesson works well at 20 words.

These crosswords are great for review when used interactively online. They contain about 16
keywords from each reading as opposed to the 10 in the wordlist. I have uploaded 2 or 3 PW Class
Activities for each chapter as below.
T make sure there is a good space between the Ss. Stress that they are not allowed to say the word
when they get it, as other Ss may hear. Write on the board

Quizlet wordlist. Give Ss time to check any new words for the chosen readings.

A Test B

What’s ___ across?!
down?

Ss A Read the definitions of the 20 words one by one randomly.
Ss B Paper turned over, says the target word.

Ss can use gestures or other words to help their partner.

T write on the board

Give me a hint.

Mime - Same as above, but Ss A

It begins with _

can only use gestures.

Pelmanism - The Memory Game (Shinkei-suijaku)
All the Ss know this game so no explanation of the rules is needed. Just tell them
they are going to make a Shinkei-suijaku game. (Search Wikipedia for more info)
Give groups of 4 Ss a sheet of A3 paper, fold and cut into 32. Ss have 8 pieces each
so writes 4 words and 4 matching definitions in light pencil. Turn over the papers and
play the game. Ss must say out loud what is on each paper they turn.

Running Quiz
When nearing the end of a chapter, the Ss will be familiar with all the words.
Get Ss into teams of 4ish, and give each team a number. T divide the board into
spaces for each team to write. Ss janken for 1st 2nd 3rd... runner. T read and gesture
the definitions. The first runner to write the word on the board correctly, scores a point
for the team. The runner must change each time.
Depending how good the class is, you can let them look at the textbook wordlist, or
not. The runner is not allowed to bring the textbook to the board, but the team can
shout to help with spelling.
This type of quiz also works very well for reviewing a reading. Ss look at the reading.
T asks comprehension questions. Tell them how many words you want for the
answer, or if it is a number. Ask silly, easy questions to start, e.g. What page is this?

Okay, I got it!
Give me another hint.

